DU BARTAS’ VISIT TO ENGLAND AND SCOTLAND IN 1587

The Huguenot poet Guillaume de Saluste Du Bartas (1544-90) visited Scotland in the summer of 1587 as an emissary from Henri de Navarre to negotiate a marriage match between James VI and Henri’s sister, Catherine de Bourbon. James had personally invited Du Bartas to Scotland, and showed great hospitality towards him: Du Bartas wrote a letter on 16 July from the King’s residence at Falkland Palace, Fife, where he was enjoying himself hunting deer and hares. The Frenchman received expensive gifts towards the end of his visit: velvet saddle pads worth a hundred crowns were being prepared for him in early September, while in a dispatch dated 18 September the French ambassador Courcelles reported to Henri III that James ‘gratefyed Du Bartas at his departuer with a chaine of 1000’ and as much in reddie monie, made him knight, and accompanied him to the sea side, wher he made him promise to retourn againe’. James’s admiration for Du Bartas’ poetry was already well-known: Essays of a Prentise (1584) contained a translation of ‘L’Uranie’, while Poeticall Exercises at Vacant Hours (1591) would include translations of ‘The Furies’ (II.i.3) and the opening of ‘Eden’ (II.i.1) from the Semaines. The amity between Du Bartas and James is an important factor in the poet’s subsequent popularity in English and Scottish literary culture, but needs to be understood within slightly wider contemporary networks of diplomacy and poetry.

Urban Tigner Holmes and John Coridon Lyons pointed out that Du Bartas was travelling from England when he visited Scotland in 1587, declaring that he landed in England
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on 7 May and arrived in Scotland on the 25th, probably having travelled over water to Leith.\(^5\)

Closer inspection of the state papers, however, corrects this account and yields valuable new details about Du Bartas’ itinerary. These findings make us more aware of the nature of Du Bartas’ visit, his role as a conduit between the English, Scottish and Navarrese courts, and how his diplomatic service may have affected his poetry’s early reception in England.

In a letter dated 30 March/ 9 April to Francis Walsingham, Elizabeth’s principal secretary, Du Pin (possibly the Jacques Du Pin who dedicated *Les Suittes de la Seconde Semaine* to James in 1603) vouched for Du Bartas’ character:

> You will learn from M. du Bartas, the bearer, the state of our affairs. His name and fame are known to all. You will know him by sight, and will find in his actions piety, uprightness and fidelity. The King has given him congé only that he may kiss the hands of the Queen your sovereign and dedicate himself to her service, not wishing him to go further unless it should be to fulfil what may be commanded him by her Majesty, counting all service done for her as greater than if done to himself. He is trusty and faithful; you may use him confidently in anything you judge fitting.\(^6\)

A postscript informs Walsingham that Du Pin will ‘leave it to M. du Bartas to tell you many particulars, that I may not weary you by a long letter’. Du Bartas was probably not with Walsingham in London during April, though: a letter from Paul Choart, Seigneur de Buzanval on 1 May informed Walsingham that Du Bartas had prepared a sonnet that day to present to him on behalf of the Queen.\(^7\) Du Bartas may well have arrived shortly afterwards, and took his leave in a meeting with the Queen on 8 May, as reported in a letter from Walsingham to
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Archibald Douglas (who was posing as Scottish ambassador in London). A meeting of the Privy Council on the same day, attended by Walsingham, led to Du Bartas and his company (which included his secretary Henri de Sponde, brother of the poet Jean), being issued with a passport for safe passage through England: he had ‘latelie come over into England to see her Majestie and the Realme, [and] did also, with her Majesties good favour and license, repaire from hence into the Realme of Scotland’.

Travelling by the post horses mentioned in the passport, Du Bartas may well have taken two weeks to travel along the London-Holyhead road to James [correction, March 2015: from London to Edinburgh Castle]. A letter dated 12 May from Richard Douglas, who was in Edinburgh, to his brother Archibald comments that James’ ‘good meaning [towards Navarre] will increase at Du Bartas’ arrival’; the poet may not yet have arrived by 22 May, since another letter reports James’ excitement at the prospect of welcoming him, after hearing news contained in an earlier letter from Archibald on 3 May: ‘Of that his Majesty was so glad that he could not contain to say that he [Du Bartas] was the welcomest man that came to him this long time, which he should be about to let him understand at his arrival.’ From these letters we can infer that Du Bartas was probably already in London on 3 May and that having left on the 8th or shortly afterwards by road, he arrived at Edinburgh Castle on about the 23rd.

Other letters sent between the Douglases record that Du Bartas and James travelled up to Falkland on 27 May, and that on 7 June the French poet was ‘with his Majesty in very good credit’. Two letters dated 17 July indicate that Du Bartas’ Scottish visit was being monitored by Henri III and his ambassador, and by noblemen like the Earl of Mar.
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Aston reported to Walsingham that the marriage negotiations were on-going in August, and a final letter written by Richard Douglas, contradicting Courcelles’ account, records that Du Bartas had not yet left Scotland on 22 September, but was awaiting a fair wind in order to sail home from Dumbarton.

In retracing the details of Du Bartas’ embassy to England and Scotland, we learn that he did not just travel to Scotland to discuss a royal marriage, but met more widely with members of the Elizabethan court, helping to ease tensions after the execution of Mary, Queen of Scots, which had happened just three months earlier. He probably kissed Elizabeth’s hand, and was certainly acquainted with Walsingham. He was a trusted agent in diplomatic communications between England, Scotland and France during a difficult period in relations between the three.

This new information makes it likelier that references in Du Bartas’ ‘Babilon’ (*Semaines*, II.i.2; first printed 1584) to Elizabeth, Nicholas Bacon, Thomas More and Philip Sidney were made with specific English readers in mind. Du Bartas exchanged letters with Anthony Bacon (son of Nicholas, brother of Francis) back in 1584, and at least two English translators knew that he did, for they dedicated printed works to Bacon. Sidney’s now-lost translation may well have reciprocated Du Bartas’ responsiveness to his writing: Warren Boutcher cites a document prepared for Robert Naunton before his first official visit to Paris which mentions that Du Bartas had learnt English to read the *Arcadia*.

Du Bartas’ diplomatic role in England and Scotland almost certainly reinforced the genuine admiration that his divine poetry provoked in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. The connections between Anglo-French diplomacy and poetic translation deserve
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further scrutiny: for example, the translation by Josuah Sylvester (best known for his English *Semaines*) of Odet de la Noue, Seigneur de Teligney’s *Paradoxe* (1588), which was written whilst de la Noue was imprisoned during the Wars of Religion and was printed in English as *Profit of Imprisonment* (1594), may well have been directly inspired by current affairs. Du Bartas’ visit to England shows that the French poet’s popularity was not solely nurtured at the Jacobean Scottish Court, but that he was certainly known personally both as emissary and poet south of the border as well in the 1580s. His divine poetry promoted religious and political solidarity across the Channel and between England and Scotland, as well as being lauded for its literary merit. Du Bartas’ example indicates new directions, following recent work by Timothy Hampton and others, for pursuing relations between French, Scottish and English literature and late-sixteenth century diplomatic culture.
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